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Abstract
Due to several developments Dutch meatindustry is facing an increasing competition. To
meet new demands the meat chain has to be restructured. This means a new approach of
the concept of quality. This problem is considered as a managerial problem therefore a
managementmodel is introduced to manage this process. The essence of this model is to
adjust the organization totheproduct and itsprocessingstages. Also is arguedthat achain
of organizations is to some extent similar to an individual organization, therefore the
same managementtools can be used. The adjustment of the porkmeatchain in order to
meet the new demands is described by using this model. Special attention is paid toIntegrated Quality Control. Finally the model is used to analyze quality management in the
porkmeatchain. Boththemodel andIQC are discussed.

Introduction
Alot of pressure isput onDutch meat industry,due to several developments. They have a
considerable impact on the organization and structure of meat-production in the Netherlands. Someexamples of thesedevelopments are:
Anincreasing self-supply withintheEC,
International treaties tocutdown tradebarriers likeGatt and MacSherry,
Moreenvironmental and animal-welfare legislation puts restrictions toan increase of
production on scale,
Consumers are more critical and are demanding for a product of high quality, safe
andeasy toprepare.
The Dutch meat industry has always emphasized on bulk goods. Characterized by a few
processingstages andminimization of costs.Less attention was paid tovalueadding, contrary to a country like Denmark. The Dutch meatindustry is now costleader. This was
made possible due to other favourable productioncircumstances, like the availability of
cheap compoundfeed, highly skilled farmers, a well developed extensionservice, specialized research institutes, etc.. The earlier mentioned developments however have
brought Dutch meat-production into a position of reconsideration. Competition has inMANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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creased. Costs andproduction advantages arediminishing compared toother countries.In
order to stay competitive it is necessary to restructure the meat chain. More emphasis has
tobe put onquality in abroad sense.Achain approach might contribute to obtain this objective.This has alsobeenrecognized bytheproductboard for livestock andmeat (PLM).
They introduced theconcept of Integrated Quality Control (IQC).
The restructuring of the meatchain is considered as a managerial problem, asquality is
too. For thispurpose ageneral managementmodel willbeintroduced. Next the concept of
a chain is introduced and it will be argued that to some extent a chain of organizations is
similar to an individual organization, followed by the introduction of the chainmanagementmodel (CM). The porkmeatchain will be described according to this model. Special
attention is paid to the concept of IQC. Finally the IQC concept and the use of the CM
will bediscussed usingtheporkmeat chain as anexample.
Quality management
Theconcept quality
The concept 'quality' has several meanings. Often it is translated as 'meeting the needs
of specification' or as stated by Juran (1988) 'Quality is fitness for use'. Amore proper
definition ofquality andmore suitable for human foodstuffs is: 'quality is meeting theexpectations of the consumer' (Van den Berg 1993,p22), because the consumer of human
foodstuffs is taking more aspects into account then onlythose which arepartof fitness for
use. Cramwinckel cited by Van den Berg (1993, p23) distinguishes analytical and emotional quality. Analytical quality consists of production traits which contribute to the
quality of theproduct. The appreciation of aproductby its consumer istheso called emotional quality. Both are not completely the same.There areproductdifferences which can
not be noticed by consumers, on the other hand consumers recognize productdifferences
whichcannotbe analyzed.
Often consumers areprepared topay more for products which areperceived as qualitative. In this sense quality means value. The foundation of the price of a product are its
costs. Minimizing costs is very often an objective of producers. This means avoiding
costs of products which can not meet the qualitystandards, but also producing efficient
andeffective. Actually quality has twomeanings.First,quality relatedtotheproduct with
the main objective to add value. Second, quality related to the production with the main
objective to produce efficient and effective and to avoid 'no-quality' products. A policy
which emphasizes onproductquality issuccessful. This can be illustrated by aresearch of
Clifford and Cavanagh (1985) among 525 midsize businesses. They concluded that almost all of thewinning businesses compete onthebase of value,notprice.They are superior in quality to the average. Also a policy which puts the emphasis on effective and
efficient production is successful. This canbe illustrated by aresearch of Ziggers (1993)
among 39 potplant nurseries. An improvement of the level of management (which means
a more structured planning and productioncontrol) by 1%leads to an improvement of annual turnover by 0.26%.
Quality, amanagement approach
The quality of human foodstuffs is actually a reflection of the producing organization.
Decision-making processes precede theproduction ofproducts anddetermine the quality
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to alarge extent. Not only at the operational level but throughout the whole organization.
Now,managing the organization isconceived asinitiating,directing andcontrolling goalsetted activities (Kampfraath and Marcelis, 1981:p20). It involves decision-making. In
general:management isconsideredtobeequalto decision-making.
Decision-issues canbedivided intothree special areas of attention.Decisionsrelated to
the production-process (A-level), decisions related to the production-resources (B-level)
and decisions related to the management infrastructure (C-level). These three levels will
bebriefly explained.
A-level decisions
These decisions are related to purchasing, processing and selling. Decision-items are for
example the acceptance of raw materials (Doraw materials meetquality standardlevel ?),
the composition of aproduction programme (When and how should which activities take
place?), the audit of work in progress (How much time is spent on activity ?, Does the
product meet quality level ?),the provision of buyers with ordered products (Is the order
meeting the demands of buyer ?),etc.The production of products, with a certain quality
performance, against certain costs and a certain supplying reliability, reflects the operation of thesedecisions. Agoodproductquality is abalancebetween quality, quantity and
costs. This balance depends on the objective of the organization (Van der Berg,
1993:p202).
B-level decisions
These decisions are about productionresources. Resources include people, capital, raw
materials, processing equipment, etc. given form into terms of numbers of vacancies, investmentbudgets, marketingbudgets, purchase deals etc.. Decision-items are for example
the weigh up of objectives andresources (What resources are necessary torealize the objectives?; Which objectives can be realized regarding the given resources?), the evaluation of available resources (Do existing resources still meet the required quality levels
regarding the objectives?), the evaluation and acceptance of suppliers (How reliable are
my suppliers?; What quality can they deliver?), etc.. These decision-items can only be
answered properly if objectives are described in terms of marketshare, productionlevels,
qualitylevels, research and development activities, etc.. Actually this means that decision-items about objectives should be solved first, however they interact with decisionitems about productionresources. Analyzing markets, evaluating products, recruiting and
educating labour, contracting suppliers,installing, maintaining and innovating processing
equipment, etc..reflects theoperation ofthesedecisions.
C-level decisions
These decisions affect the performance of the organization. An organization can be described in terms of people, information, organizational arrangements and management
means. So called management conditions. Together they form a 'management infrastructure', which determines the solvation and operation of A- and B-level decisionitems. In
other words it determines theperformance of theorganization. C-level decision-items are
actually about organizing the organization. Decision-items are for example the provision
with management-conditions (What management conditions are necessary to solve Aand B-level decision-items properly?), the consideration of how decision-items should be
MANAGEMENT OFAGRI-CHAINS
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solved (Should the production-programme problem be solved in a different way?), etc..
Operating these decisions means a provision with managementconditions and a creation
of a certain managementinfrastructure. In general: these decisions will affect the performance of theorganization. Inother words: 'organizing the organization'.
Fourtypes of management conditions havebeen distinguished:
1. people; the competency of people who are involved with decision-making, like education, age,experience, skills,etc.,
2. availability of information and knowledge,
3. organizational arrangements; tasks,responsibilities, authorities,procedures,etc.,
4. management means;decision support systems,information systems,databanks,etc..
A-level decisions are considered as operational decisions, while B-level decisions as
strategic decisions. Decision-making itself isaprocess ofreducing thenumber of alternatives. At the board level there are often a lot of alternatives. Their decisions will reduce
the number of alternatives. The next layer of the organization, f.e. the manager, has to
make decisions within the scope of the left alternatives. This is an ongoing process until
the final decision is made. If there is a discrepancy there should be feedback as far as
necessary. In reality several decision-problems have to be solved at the same time. These
areoften related toand/or affecting each other.This isillustrated withfigure 1.
The decisionmaking process itself can be evaluated by testing the decisionmaking process on:
systematics, aresimilardecisionmaking problems solved inasimilar way?,
foresight, areeffects of a decision taken into account during thetimeperiod covered
by thatdecision?,
feedback, areprevious related decisions evaluated?,
integration, hasthedecision problembeenplaced inabroader context?

P-ProMem
I - Identification
A-Analysl»
S-Setocfon
D-DacMon
- - Alternative

Figure 1. Thedecisionmaking proces
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Figure 2. The managementmodel

The effectiveness of a organization is the outcome of a certain organizational environment, itspolicy andits management. It can only be affected by either changing the policy
orthemanagement orboth. This isillustrated with figure 2.Apart from this one should be
aware that the performance of a organization is not only the organization as described in
terms of people, information, organizational arrangements and management means, but
this performance is also affected by the behaviour of people and their interrelations.
These relations depend on power, values, attitudes, etc., of an individual or groups of
people and might have aconsiderable effect. Thisisthesocalledinformal organization.
Often several special areas ofattention aredistinguished, likequality,processing, environment, financing, marketing, logistics, research and development, etc.. These areas
havein common thatthey are allrelated toaproduct one wayoranother, butthey are also
related toeach other.All these special areas of attention arepartof the management of an
organization and should be considered together. Quality as a special area of attention is
just a part of the total management. Therefore quality will be conceived as 'the performanceoftheorganization', which takesthetotalmanagement into account.
The essence of this model is to adjust the organization to production not to adjust production to the organization. Therefore the starting point of the analysis shouldbe theproduct and itsprocessingstages, notthe organization.
The chain managementmodel
The chain
Nowadays agribusiness isconfronted with allkindsofdevelopments.Theyhavea considerable impact on the structure and organization of agribusiness. It is a challenge for agri-
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business to meet these new demands. In general it means to adapt the product and processingstages, which is considered as amanagerial problem. Nevertheless the solution of
thisproblem ismore complex. Often asolution goes beyond anindividual firm. Therefore
firms are forced toadjust theirproduction toeach other.Even worse,often anoptimal solution goes beyond at least two firms. Aweb of cooperating firms arises. Adjusting their
production to each other either forced to be able to meet the demands of the market or to
createnewmarkets or both.
Several organizational forms can evolute. Zuurbier (1993:p97-98), citing several authors,distinguishes threemain organizational forms, free market,network andvertical integration. Vertical integration ischaracterized by single ownership.Its main advantages are
reduction of transaction costs, technological economies, enhanced ability toinnovate and
differentiate products, stable relationships, economics of information and creation of
entry and exit barriers. Disadvantages are high exit barriers, reduced flexibility, less incentives and more bureaucracy. Also horizontal integration has tobe mentioned. Its main
advantages aretheexclusion of competitors andeconomics of scale. Its counterpart is the
free market. Markets promote high-powered incentives and restrict bureaucratic costs.
Networks canbe considered as anintermediate form. Theinvolved firms are autonomous,
but have committed to cooperate together to gain mutual benefits. Using the advantages
andavoiding thedisadvantages ofavertical integration.
In general theproblem dealing with isaprocessing problem withinthechain which can
not be solved by two successively autonomous firms (or firmunits) within that chain.
There is a high interdependency among firms (or firmunits) in meeting the demands of
themarketorcreating new markets.
Thechain managementmodel
As earlier mentioned the effectiveness of an organization is a result of the interrelations
between its business environment, itspolicy and how its management. This principle can
also be used to describe the effectiveness of a chain. Again A-, B- and C-level decisions
can be distinguished. This idea is supported by Godfroij (1981, pl05-115) by saying that
organizations andnetworks show only gradual differences along dimensions that measure
the degreeof organization and therefore can be analyzed with the same concepts and theories as organizations. Instead of optimizing theproduction process within one single organization ithas tobeoptimized throughout the chain.
Amodel todescribe the effectiveness of achain is therefore deduced from the managementmodel to manage organizations. The effectiveness of a chain can now be defined as
theoutcome of a certain chain environment, itspolicy and its management. Itcan only be
affected by either changing the policy or the management or both. As a result of this the
effect can be a non-optimal situation for a certain individual partner within the chain but
optimal tothechain.TheCM-model isillustrated with figure 3.
Theoretically itmightbe quite obvious to establish an effective functioning production
chain, but practically there are a lot of obstacles. These obstacles refer to the production
chain environment. This can be elucidated by using the network approach. A production
chain often consists of many firms. They are considered to be interdependent and are engaged in bargaining, transactions and/or cooperative action and develop structural forms
to coordinate and/or regulate these actions (Godfroij, 1993:p80-81). The participation of
firms in a network depends on the differences and similarities between their individual
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goals and strategies and those of the network. It alsodepends on thenature of their interdependency. Especially where interdependency has competitive elements, the gains of
oneactor canbe to someextent thelosses of others (Godfroij, 1993:p81).This means that
a production-chain can not only be considered as a collective, but also the position of an
individual actor within the production chain should be considered. The actual performance of aproduction-chain is similar to theperformance of an organization andwill depend on the variety of interests individual firms will have. The actual structure and
performance of aproduction chain might depend more onpower and mutual interdependency of firms then on production chain efficiency (see also Godfrey,1993;p82), which
canbe considered as similartotheinformal organization mentioned earlier.
The dutch porkmeatchain
Theporkmeatchain environment
In 1992theporkchain produced 1.5 million tonsof porkmeat. Ofthismeat0.6million ton
was disposed atthe internal market (24%) and 0.9 millions ton was exported (76%). The
EC isthe main export market with avolume of 85%. Dutch porkmeat export products are
characterized by less addition of value. The exportvalue stands for 6.3 billion dutch
guilder (DFL). This is 9% of the total Dutch agricultural exportvalue. This was accomplished by a high degree of specialization of dutch pigfarming, low compoundfeed prices
accomplished by import of raw materials against world market prices and a favourable
geographical situation, a well established knowledge-infrastructure and a technical
equipped and highlyskilled processing industry.
MANAGEMENTOFAGRI-CHAINS
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However duetoseveral developments theporkmeat chain hastoreconsider its position,
like:
Anoversupply ofporkmeatof approximately 3%within theEC
Treaties to liberate international trade, like MacSherry and GATT, reduces the advantage ofcheap compoundfeed,
European legislation oncattle transports,
The development of ahighcompetitive skilled porkmeat production in other competing countries,especially Denmark,
Amarketdemanding for ameatproduct which iseasy toprepare and which has a high
quality standard,especially intheNorthern European countries,
Less favourable production circumstances, due to high wages, animal welfare - and
environmental legislation, oppose a further increase of production and therefore oppose adecrease ofcosts per productunit,
The bad reputation of porkmeat, consumers dorelateporkmeat to abuse of hormones
andmistreatment ofpigs.
The Dutch porkmeat industry is also a vulnerable one. It is depending heavily on exports
and it is very concentrated, which makes it susceptible to contagious pig diseases with a
large impact on exports. In addition the processing industry faces an overcapacity which
causes mutual competition. As a result this chain is dominated by retailers and pigdealers. Besides this, processing has always focused on minimization of costs and less on
maximization of value. Emphasis isput on 'how' toproduce instead of 'what' to produce,
neglecting the market. This holds as long as there is a shortage and one can compete on
price.This chain structure andenvironment doesnot contribute toapowerful chain in financial terms
On the short term only meatprocessors seem to be affected, but on the long term also
pigproducers, pigdealers (a reduction of exports of living pigs and piglets), etc., will be
affected. Therefore all actors within the porkmeat-chain need and willbenefit of a strong
competitive chain, because sales can only be assured by exports.As aresult the porkmeat
chain hastoadapt totheearlier mentioned developments.
Themeatchain policy
The PLM has recognised that theporkmeat chain can only survive if itremains competitive. They together with actors of the porkmeat chain developed and introduced a framework to guarantee quality. This is known as Integrated Quality Control (IQC)(PLM,
1992).The aim of this framework is to guarantee origin, hygiene, use of compoundfeed,
use of animal medicines and theabsence ofresiduals inthemeat throughout the porkmeat
chain.
Management oflQC
IQC is an assurance system to guarantee and to control meatproduction throughout the
chain. The system includes the processing stages reproduction, fattening and slaughtering.Within these stages guarantee is given (not in ajuridical sense) toorigin, treatment,
hygiene, use of animal compoundfeed, use of medicines and absence of residuals within
themeat.
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The system depends on the exchange of information related to the individual registration and identification number of an animal. Exchange of information towards two directions. The slaughterhouse receives information of the pigfarmer (reproduction and
fattening) about origin and healthstatus of the animals. In return the pigfarmer receives
information abouttheslaughtering- and inspection results.
The slaughterhouse isresponsible for the operation of the system. They haveto control
the firms that take part of the system at least two times a year. On the other hand the
slaughterhouse is controlled by an independent board, nominated by the PLM. Also veterinarians and animal compoundfeed suppliers do have obligations, concerning the use
of medicines and the composition of animal food, if they deal with an IQC-farmer. If a
pigdealer is involved then he has to bejuridically owner of the pigs and has to make an
agreement with both thepigfarmer and the slaughterhouse. Toget the IQC-certificate the
slaughterhouse hastomake acontract withthePLMandwill betested on:
themanual concerning IQC,
theuseof IQCinpractice.
Totakepart inIQC is free, butwith commitment to the obligations of thePLM. IQCisillustrated withfigure 4.
IQC: The financial aspects
The costs for a sloughterhouse to receive the IQC-certificate can be as high as DFL
40.000,-. Additional and permanent costs are the annual controls and some extra labour.
There isnodirect benefit, but an indirectpreventive benefit canbe gained by an improve-
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Figure 4. IQC inDutchpork production
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ment of management, less use of medicines and less slaughterlosses. APLM experiment
indicated that the Dutch meatchain could earn about 100 millions DFL by improving
healthstatus. So far about 12.4% of all Dutch pigs come into IQC. Pigfarmers are stimulated to take part in IQC and can receive a bonus of DFL 3,-per pig and DFL 1,-per piglet. On the other hand slaughterhouses are confronted with retailers demanding for
IQC-meatproducts. Dueto oversupply retailers arenot very willing topayextra. Another
problem is the fact that IQC-pork can only be sold partly as a IQC-pig to the fresh-meat
segment. Other segments sofar donotrecognise thepresumed extra valueof IQC-meat.
Other quality-assurance systems
According to some meat processors IQC is not enough. They developed special quality
programmes based on IQC. These programmes are not only focusing on processes but
also on theproduct. Special demands are requested for food composition, housing, breed
and slaughter classifications in order toproduce a special kind of meat. This meat is sold
under specialbrandnames likefarmers-best, top,etc..
Nowadays special attention is paid to ISO-9000 standards. Many organizations consider ISO-certification as an assurance of the relation between supplier and customer, but
also asacompetitive advantage.ISO-certification hasbecomefor many businesses anobjective on itself. Besides this ISO is an organization approach rather then a chain approach.
Discussion
Amanagementmodel hasbeen introduced and used todescribe quality management in the
porkmeat chain. Next this model will be used to analyze quality management in this
chain. As already said theeffectiveness of an organization orchain isconceived astheinterrelation betweenenvironment, policy andmanagement. Analyzing the Dutch porkmeat
environment the conclusion can be drawn that to much emphasis is put on bulk production against low costsand little addition of value.This concept worked for manyyearsbut
duetothementioneddevelopments itisobvious thatanew market concept isnecessary.
The PLM concept of IQC is still apolicy of the traditional production-model, although
it contributes to the idea of 'quality' thinking. It mainly focuses on the production processes toensure safety and origin. This isjust a smallpart of thetotal product quality itself. So called programme meat suits better with the concept of product quality.
Analyzing the environment further the policy should be at least one which is taking into
account the production structure of the Dutch porkmeat-chain: less addition of value, increasing costs and apoorimage.The production-model has tobe translated into amarketmodel. The policy should enclose ideas and concepts which meet the environment. This
policy has to be translated into product and processing specifications. Next the organization or chain shouldbeadjusted to meet theproduct andprocessing specifications. This is
also the essence of our model. Toput it in another way: emphasis has to be put on 'what'
instead of 'how' toproduce.
According toour managementmodel IQC is pointing atC-level decisions and is merely
going beyond Aand Blevel decisions. From the existing chain procedures and responsibilities have been introduced to assure safety and origin ofporkmeat. The exchange of information between actors is crucial in this assurance system. Besides the same counts for
theimplementation of ISO-standards,especially when ISOhasbecome anobjective on it304
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self. The possibility exists to create a bureaucratic system which does not take into account the effects on the organization. One should first analyze the product and its processes in order to determine necessary changes, then adapt and/or provide with
production resources to meet the new situation and finally assurances should be implemented (isequal toC-leveldecision-problems).
An example. To meet the demands and developments of the market itmight be necessary to refine theproduct. Nowadays much emphasis is put on sustainable production, environmental and animal welfare issues. This might affect the complete chain. The meat
processor might have to increase his number of manufacturing processes and products
(diversification), the pigproducer might have to change his housing system, the pigreproducer might have to change his breed and housing system, the animal-foodstuff supplier
might have toproduce special animal foodstuffs, etc.Next the critical points in this chain
have to be determined, then an assurance system can be developed meeting these critical
points. This should also be the base of certification. Only then certification makes sense.
This also counts for brandmeat. Ithas only achanceif itrepresents what itpretends tobe.
This can onlybe achieved by amarket approach, because quality is: 'meeting theexpectations ofthe consumer' and ispropagated by theorganization or chain.
This example includes an enlargement of the chain. All actors within the chain have to
communicate and do depend on each other. Contrary to nowadays situation retailers have
tobeinvolved more.To communicate and explicate their demands.Especially inan oversupplied market retailers do possess a powerful position. In this situation it is questionable if pigfarmers should receive a bonus by taking part of IQC. One could argue that
prices shouldbecutdown ifthey can notmeet the market-demands.
Theoretically itseemsquite obvious what shouldhappen,butpracticallytherearemany
barriers.One of themainproblems areindividual interests.What mightbeoptimal for the
chain might be not optimal for an individual. Another problem by introducing chain production is the question of the division of costs and benefits. Also can existing structures
impede new ideas and concepts, because parties fear the lost of gained positions. To get
over thesekind of barriers might bethehardest taskafter all.
Themain challenges the Dutch porkmeat chain isfacing nextdecade,are:
1. the restructuring of the chain into a market-orientated chain where quality and sustainableproduction arekey words,
2. thedevelopment of aproduction chain focusing onprofit maximization, bymeans of
maximization of valueandminimization ofcosts.
Ingeneral three strategies arepossible, 1)tobe marketleader, 2)tobe costleader and 3)to
beniche-marketeer. The second strategy seemstobethemostreasonable one,because:
The first strategy demands a high marketshare, which is not the case atthis moment.
Themarketshare of Dutch pork within theEC is approximately 12%.Toincrese marketshare (international) mergers, take-overs, etc. are necessary, which is capital demanding. Capital which isnot available.
The third strategy is focusing on special segments. It is not realistic to start to theassumption that the total production of Dutch pork can be disposed atthis kind of mar-
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Forexample pigmeat industry leadersinDenmarkpointed toquality considerations asa
growing part of thereason for their shareof the UK market. Also the fact that controlling
pigmeat quality not only ensures that products meet defined and constant standards but
also provides an effective way of meeting consumer demand and obtaining a price premium for doing so successfully, has been recognised. In an effort to achieve this position
theIrish MeatBoard havedevised aPigmeat Quality Assurance scheme.
Therefore since the function of markets cannot be assessed validly without taking accountof qualityitisnecessary toknow whatproduct attributes consumers regard as desirable, and how they relate them to the complete product seems basic to successful
marketing. This paper attempts to examine some of these issues in relation to the pigmeat
market.
Defining Quality ingeneral terms
In thevernacular quality often seems toexpress general approval (Holbrook and Corfman
1985). Itappears that ineveryday marketing language 'quality' or 'high inquality' means
'good'. However thesepromotional uses convey approval in an extremely imprecise way.
Definitions ofquality in general, and moreprecisely meatquality vary widely soa framework for analysing quality will bebriefly discussed.
One dimension of quality is whether it is implicit or explicit. A further dimension is
whether quality is characterised as mechanistic (viewing quality as an objective aspect of
a thing or anevent) orhumanistic which sees quality asa subjective response ofpeople to
objects andtherefore ahighlyrelativistic phenomenon that differs betweenjudges.
Using the above dimensions one can make four categories of definitions but most marketers advocate a definition of quality assessment which typically regards quality as a
subjective response to variously explicitly recognised properties of an object (Holbrook
and Corfman 1985). Conversely production led or engineering based definitions tend to
approach quality from a mechanistic viewpoint, and look mainly atimplicit (tangible) attributes of aproduct.
Somedefinitions of quality
Examples of definitions used by marketers include, 'the relation between the real and
desired properties of aproduct, or as ameasure of satisfaction tothecustomer', (Lavenka
1989) 'Consumers judgments about a products overall excellence and superiority', and
Van Schothorst (1989) argues 'quality means that the customer gets what the customer
wants'.
Researchers suggest that the focus be set on the consumers subjectivejudgement of an
attribute (Callingham 1988)sinceunbiased objectivequality does not existatall (Maynes
1976). Lavenka (1989) points out that it appears objective measures are restricted to intrinsic palpable attributes. But Honikel (1989) suggests that subjective preference of attributescannot bethebasis of scientific discussion.
It seemsthatbecause itissubjective andpersonal 'product quality is at ahigher level of
abstraction than thecomposite of specific attributes'(Zeithaml 1988).
Prost (1986) mentions that 'the importance of particular quality traits as seen by individual consumers and also their ability to perceive them, result in highly differentiated
and even quite different ideas about quality itself'. Juran (1962) found as many as 13definitions, depending on the point of view of the person evaluating quality. Hence it was
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necessary for the ISO (International Standards Organization) and the EOQC (European
Organization for Quality Control) to agree on a precise definition of quality from a technical viewpoint as 'Acomposite of characteristics, which affect the ability of foods to satisfy certainrequirements anddetermine fitness for consumption'.
Williams (1985) points out that 'Aproducer should know his potential customers likes
and dislikes and attitudes to his products, and understand various economic and social
factors that may influence purchase'. And 'It is desirable that such information is expressed not in vague terms, as is often the case, but where possible is related to the
chemical orphysical properties of the food in a way that the food technologist can understand. It is only by doing this that he can build quality into his product and give it the
same weight as hedoes theavailability of raw material, processing capability and energy
requirements at present'. However Williams (1985) goes on to admit 'overall acceptability (by the consumer) results from an integration of many factors, some of which like
sensoryproperties, areprimarily intrinsic tothe food, whereas others depend on the needs
orattitudes of the customers'.
Folkers (1985) argues that to establish the potential effect of information one must ensure that information refers to the quality indicators that consumers find relevant, although itmay be argued Folkers would have been more precise if he had said 'a segment
ofconsumers' insteadofmerely 'consumers'.
Meat Quality
Consumer perceptions of quality are therefore all important but one must consider that
therearemany aspects involved in the quality of pigmeat. These aspects are summarized
under the headings, Animal Quality, Carcase Quality, Hygienic Quality, Utilization
Quality,andMeatQuality inFigure 1.
Figure 2outlines themake-up ofpigmeat quality according toIngr(1989).Anumber of
quality features goto make up asinglequality characteristic. Thefeatures comprising the
characteristic 'sensory properties' are also illustrated in Figure 2. Ten quality characteristicsthengoto makeupoverall quality.
These 'quality characteristics' in pigmeat quality include, morphological structure,
chemical composition, physical properties, biochemical condition, and microbiological
contamination as fundamental properties. They also embrace sensory properties, technological properties, hygienic condition,nutritional valueand culinary properties as necessary properties to satisfy markets, inspectors etc. Different weights are given by different
parties along the marketing chain to the quality characteristics in relation to their ideal
overall quality. Therefore pigmeat quality is hard to define although the components involved arenot.
Someof the important quality considerations inthecontext of thepigmeat chain will be
discussed inthefollowing sections.

Fromalaterdiscussionwewillfindthatdefinitionsofmeatqualitymustalsoincludeeconomicaspectsand
anyotherfactorsrelatingtohealth,nutritional,sensory,functional, andculinaryproperties,thatplayersin
themarketingchainforthatproductfindimportant.
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Quality Type:
Animal Quality:

Components:
Health, Genetic make-up, Stress
susceptibility, Conformation, #
Quality of life. ##
Carcase Quality:
Composition, Mass distribution,
Geometry ofcarcase, #
Yield of saleable meat. ###
Hygienic Aspects:
Safety aspects,Shelf-life, Residues,Pathogenic organisms
and/or theirtoxins. ####
Utilization Quality:
Traits determining usefulness,
Products ability to satisfy definite needsorwants.####
Meat Quality:
Organoleptic (sensory),Technological (functional),
Nutritional, #
Hygienic aspects.#####
Sources # Soerensen etal (1989)
##Barton-gade (1989)
###Ingr(1989)
####Prost (1986)
#####Honikel(1989)
Figure 1. Aspects of meat quality

Quality features
Tenderness
Juiciness
Softness
Hardness
Colour
Odour
Flavour
Ripeness
Firmness
Wateriness
Fibrousness
Marbling
Appearance
Source:Ingr(1989)

Quality characteristics

Overall Quality

Sensory Properties
Technological Properties
Hygienic Properties
Nutritional Properties
Culinary Properties
Morphological Structure —
Chemical Composition
Biochemical Condition
Physical Properties
Microbiological Properties-

Figure 2. Make-up ofpigmeat

-Necessary
properties
of overall
quality

-Fundamental properties
ofoverallquality

quality

Quality in relation to the pigmeat marketing chain
Romans and Norton (1989) state that much of the research work done on the quality of
pork was accomplished in the 70's but that in the late 80's the subject surfaced again. This
study will attempt to complement work from both periods in so far as is possible.
Sebranek (1982), and Boccard (1986) state that everybody has his conception of
quality, but the detailed description of this general concept, offers different aspects owing
to the position or function of the speaker along the meat marketing chain.
Quality is seen differently by the consumer, the producer, the retailer and the food inspector, each concentrating on different aspects of the product (see Appendix 1).
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At the production level of the pigmeat chain the quality traits of most concern would
include live weights,dressing percentage, degree of muscling, absence of fat, general appearance (Sebranek 1982),and more recently parameters such as intramuscular fat level,
stress susceptibility, animal welfare factors, and incidence of boar taint in whole male
pigs.
The processing segment will generally concur with these but also add additional concerns such as muscle firmness, meat colour and yields or weights of cuts produced (Sebranek 1982).
The retailer further imposes requirements for leanness, appearance, storage stability,
and drip losses inpackages. Wood (1990)pointed outthatretailers inthe UKhaverecognized thedemand foreasy toprepare low fat cuts,andhave increasingly purchased primal
cuts, which areboneless, welltrimmed andvac-packed to specification.
Consumers the final link in the chain conventionally evaluate pork quality in two separate instances, the first being selection from the retail display (Sebranek 1982).This is
where extrinsic quality cues are important in that 'consumers first eat with their eyes'.
Theretail selection criteria involve colour, freshness, firmness, leanness,amount ofbone,
and amount of surface wateriness. Final satisfaction attributes at the consumption stage
include such intrinsic attributes as tenderness,juiciness, flavour, ease of preparation and
shrinkage.
However there is also an additional feature of quality at the consumer level ie. the perceivedrelationship to goodhealth (Sebranek 1982).
Consumerpreferences inrelation topork.
Preference andacceptability studies intheliterature have indicated that consumers in the
UnitedStatesand Canada
prefer pork with little or no fat (Davis et al 1978; Birmingham et al 1954; Gaarder
andKline 1956).
are uncertain about quality when purchasing pork cuts and seek assurance ofthe government grademarkliketheyfindinbeef (Maybee 1955).
indiscriminately selectamong porkcuts irrespective of size,quality orprice (Gaarder
etal 1960;TrotterandEngelman 1959).
criticize some pork for unsatisfactory flavour, juiciness, and tenderness (Hendrix et
al 1963).
consider leanness and size of cut the most important factors when purchasing pork
(Emerson etal 1963).
More recently Florkowski et al (1989) from a consumer study in Atlanta, US, revealed
that consumers would increase purchases of pork ifitwere lean and wouldpay apremium
price. The study predicted that the initial impact of a shift in preference towards pork
would be an upward trend inprice andeventually an increase inproduction andconsumption. Romans and Norton (1989) concluded that leanness was the most important reason
with US consumers for purchasing pork, with price of secondary concern, and colour
mentioned but of lesser importance. Thus more recent US studies would suggest that
leanness is themostimportant factor influencing consumer purchasing decisions.
It may be concluded that quality is looked on differently by the many players in the
marketing chain. Ultimately consumers selectporkon thebasis ofextrinsic cues, intrinsic
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cues, anditsperceived relationship with good health also plays animportant role. However views of different consumer samples tend to vary quite a bit depending on the
country andthedate atwhich thesurvey wascarried out. Nonetheless although opinions
differ, extrinsic cues such ascolour, leanness, firmness, andamount ofwasteareobviously important. Intrinsic cues that were mentioned include flavour, juiciness, tenderness,
aroma, andoverall digestibility, of which, flavour tenderness andjuiciness aremostimportant. Safety, versatility andvalue for money areother perceived factors intheconsumers decision making process.
Relating pigmeat qualityfrom atechnical pointofviewtohowconsumers perceiveit
Hughes (1976)classifies meat quality into eating quality, wastefulness, problems serving
cuts, hygienic quality, andnutritional quality (asshown inFigure 3).These are good consumerdescriptives ofthenecessary quality characteristics depicted inFigure 2above.
Moreover theconsumer selection process closely resembles thequality control process
for individual parameters ofquality (Figure 4).Therefore if one determines theparameters ofquality used intheconsumer selection processes onecanorganise thequality control subsystems into anoverall integrated quality control system (egAppendix 1) finely
tuned to theconsumer needs.
But Ungern-Sternberg (1981) points out that consumers, 'instead of applying thereal
indicators of quality which matter to them, will, when purchasing a product, search for
observable shopping criteria (indicators ofquality) which they think arerelated to desirable aspects in theconsumption experience'. These 'shopping criteria' maythen beapplied inthecontext ofamodel for consumer demand based onsubjective characteristics

MeatQuality

Eatingquality
Wastefulness
Problemsservingcuts
Hygienicquality
Nutritionalquality

Source:Hughes(1976)
Figure 3. Consumer classifications ofpigmeat qualities

AStagesinthebuying process (Kotier 1976).
Need arousal-> Information search-> Evaluation (behaviour)-> Purchase decision->
Post-purchase feelings (feedback)
Basic quality control flowchart (Steiner 1968).
Inputs-> Process2 ->Comparison todesired ->Acceptance/Rejection decision->
Review Process (feedback).

Figure 4. Consumer selection process andquality control process
Theprocessmustbedefinedbyaninterdisciplinaryqualityteam. Qualitycharacteristicstostudymustbe
selectedandprioritizedinorderoftheircontributiontocompetitivenessorcostandtheabilitytomeasurea
particularqualityattributemustbeassessed(O'Connor1990).
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such as was forwarded by Thompson and Mc Ewan (1985).This is referred to in Appendix 2. Whether these 'shopping criteria' are objective or subjective, they are subjectively
evaluatedby each individual consumer.
Jul (1985) notes that whether one is an agronomist or a food scientist, it is obvious that
the final decision withregard tofood quality, whether the scientistslike itornot, will rest
with the ultimate consumer. There is no way of getting away from having the final decision made by the consumer. That is not to suggest that objective or sensory tests are useless. What is important is that these are guide-posts, hopefully intelligently placed, but
thatthey arenotthe final goal.
Prost (1986) describes three important types of criteria in assessing the necessary
properties of meat, these being; sensory criteria such as colour, appearance, packaging,
tenderness,juiciness, taste, odour, texture etc., easily perceptible by consumers in their
judgments; nutritive criteria such as, content of essential nutrients, energy, dietary value,
and digestibility making upthe true nutritive value preferred by dietitians and consumers
conscious of theseproperties; and technological criteria that characterise the distribution
and functionalism of the food product ie.efficiency, durability, ease of storage and transport,dimensions, functionalism andattractiveness of thepackage.
Although many of the qualities mentioned are general to all meat it is essential to have
an understanding of them, and how they relate to quality along the pigmeat marketing
chain. In the first three headings in Figure 1 (Animal Quality, Carcass Quality and Hygienic Quality) quality can for the most part be determined objectively. However subjective methods of determining quality become more important for utilisation quality and
meat quality.
If consumers are tobe given priority in relation to the criteria important in the necessary properties of meat which were outlined by Prost (1986), then it is imperative that the
focus of quality control is tomatch thoseareas that consumers are shown tolay emphasis
onin market research studies.
The following section discusses consumer aspects of pigmeat quality in relation to the
Irish market and considers areas in the pigmeat chain where these may be controlled to
consumer specifications.
Application totheIrish market
Background
A potential customer takes an immense number of factors into account when deciding
whether or not to buy pigmeat, but it is thought that eating satisfaction is a major consideration for the customer when deciding how often tobuy pigmeat. There isevidence to
suggest that shopping criteria andeating quality attributes mayberelated directly or even
inversely to quality decisions taken at different stages in the marketing chain. For
example much of the recent work inthe UK has been on intrinsic factors, and tenderness
and flavour are shown to be the most important factors to consumers. The reason for this
work was that there was a fear in the trade and particularly among butchers that pigs that
are too lean would have inferior eating qualities as much of theliterature shows positive
correlations between fat content ofporkproducts andtheireating qualities.
Work was also carried out in Ireland and due consideration was given to fat factors and
intrinsic qualities.These arediscussed in thecontext ofthispaperbelow.
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Results,discussion and conclusion
The previously mentioned study consisted ofa survey on consumers attitudes to pork,
their actual purchase behaviour and aproduct test where selected respondents compared
two porkproducts withdifferent levels of marbling.
It was found that leanness was considered byfarthe most important quality factorfor
Irish consumers when purchasing pork (see Figure 5).This is consistent with the emphasis onleanness found in theliterature (Birmingham et al 1954; Gaarder andKline
1956; Davis etal 1978;Florkowskietal 1989;Romans andNorton 1989;andCBF 1990).
Leanness isafactor which canbe controlled tomeet consumer requirements. Advances
in methods ofproduction together with the low slaughter weight of the Irish pigs havereduced the fatness levels inpigs forslaughter. Similarly theprocessor can trim the pork
products tothe specifications ofthe retailer, and the retailer has afurther opportunityto
trim some fat before displaying theproduct. Wecanconclude from themarketingresearch that thereis everyjustification of apayment systembased onlean meat toIrishpig
producers.
The question thatthe industry must address from integrated chain management point of
view is what weight ofpig gives lowest processing costs. Ifprocessing costs wouldbe
lower per unit ofoutput when heavier pigs are slaughtered, andthese generally have more
fat which maybetrimmed atacost,would the chain asawholebemore efficient.
Findings also showed that consumers wanted pork chops that arewell cut and prepared,
and these factors can also be controlled to meet consumer requirements. But the features
may be controlled atanumber ofstagesofthe pigmeat chain, themost obvious being the
processing and retailing sectors.Other findings suggest poor presentational features such
asfatsplitting onpigmeat products from pigs toolean at slaughter.
Consumers indicated that although pork had arelatively good quality image compared
with other meats, they thought it could still beimproved (Figure 6).Most were of the
view thatpork chops weretenderbutconsidered themdry.
Shopping criteria
Leanness

Presentation

Colour

Amount of bone

F i i m / N o drip
— i — — i

0

1

1
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10 20 30 40 50 60

I B Peicent

Figure 5. Influence of differentfactors when buying pork chops
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Juicy

Figure 6. Attitudes of consumers tothequality ofpork chops available
Those involved in the chain must evaluate their options on how to address the issue of
juiciness andhow important it is toconsumers.It may bethecasethat consumers trade of
eating quality attributes such asjuiciness for thepurpose of aleaner product for example.
Itmust alsobe noted thatjuiciness may influenced by thecooking practices of consumers
in which casepromotional information at thepoint of purchase canbe used to affect such
cooking practices.
For eating quality (Figure 7), tenderness and flavour were identified as the most important attributes by consumers withjuiciness being thethirdmost important.

Ctntr includes j«cri«s, nnrra «It.

Figure 7. Attribute ranked most important interms of eating quality
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There is conflicting evidence in the literature as to whether fatness level or marbling
will influence eating quality attributes such as tenderness and flavour. Forexample Danish work (Begerholm 1984) found definite positive relationships between marbling and
theseeating quality attributes while intheUK (Woodetal 1986)concluded thatthere was
neither evidence to suggest that leanness lead to inferior eating quality or that marbling
affected eating quality.
Consumers generally found marbling undesirable inpork chops and choose pork chops
with least marbling (Figure 8).
Results from aproduct test (O'Mahony et al 1993) showed thatdifferences in marbling
(fat which cannot be removed by physical trimming) did not lead to differences in consumer perceptions of eating quality attributes. The results are shown in tables 1 and 2
below. Marbling is a quality feature that can be influenced at the production stage of the
marketing chain.
Table1. How the flavour(n=114) and tenderness (n=U2) of the chops sampled were
rated by consumers.
Score for flavour\tenderness

Flavour Chop type
Low
High

Very good
Good
Slightly good
Neither goodnor poor
Slightly poor
Poor
Very Poor
Mean rank

17
24
25
16
9
6
3
35.5

Tenderness Chop type
High
Low
Percentages
26
27
20
25
23
19
12
13
12
10
7
5
2
1
36.4
34.5

13
22
21
21
13
4
5
33.8

NSforbothflavour andtenderness.

Choose Low
Undesirable

[Desirable
Choose high

Attitudes to marbling
In pork chops

Actual behavior
when selecting

Figure 8. Comparison ofattitudes toandbehavior ofconsumers to marbling
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Table 2. How thejuiciness(n=113)
and overall acceptability
pled were rated by consumers.
ScoreforjuicinessNoverall

(n=118) of the chops samOverall Chop type
Low
High

Juiciness Chop type
Low
High
Percentages

Very
Good
Slightly good
Neither goodnor poor
Slightly poor
Poor
Very Poor
Mean rank

14
18
24
20
16
5
3
34.0
NSfor bothjuiciness and overall eating quality.

16
12
25
20
12
9
5
36.7

18
31
23
13
11
3
2
32.2

20
23
18
16
13
7
4
39.0

However this study concluded since no benefits would accrue to consumers if levels of
marbling were increased to the upper limits available on the Irish market, no price premium could be exacted from consumers, therefore there is no justification for payment to
producers on the basis of this attribute.
Factors such as leanness and intramuscular fat are examples of quality attribute that are
measurable by consumers and other players in the pigmeat chain. And while marbling is
technically believed to affect eating quality attributes (Smith and Carpenter 1976) Irish
consumers do not detect these.
In this case marbling is a quality parameter that need not be built into the pigmeat chain
in so far as it extends to the Irish market. Quality parameters such as leanness should be
built into the chain in the most efficient way, at least cost to consumers and with the appropriate signals/incentives for their implementation. Pricing systems sensitive to consumer demand provide a communication link that ultimately determines the nature and
consistency of the quality management regimes to be used at various stages of the pigmeat chain.
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Appendix 1

Wholasal.
Van Salesman

Leanness, Firmnasa,
Appearance, Colour,
Storage, Stability,
Drip Loss, Exhudation,
Functional Qualities

Colour, Firmness,
Freshness, Amount
of Bone, Amour»of
Waste, Leanness,
Wateriness
Tenderness, Aroma,
Flavour, Juciness,
Ease of Preparation.
Shrinkage
Fatness, Choleslrol,
Digestibility, Fear
ol Food Poisoning

lus* tin
<x<o5möwO
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Appendix 2
Thompson andMcEwan (1985)illustrate thefollowing model todetail demand based factors thatmay influence anindividual consumers subjective evaluation of afood/food situation.
1 Anticipated or actual appreciation of the sensory characteristics of the food and
packaging.
2 Anticipated oractual appreciation of the food purchase orconsumption situation.
3 Anticipation ofthenutritional properties andhealth beliefs.
4 Anticipation ofhygienic and toxicological status
5 Evaluation ofthefunctionality of thefood (anticipated or actual).
6 Evaluation ofthecostof acquisition (monetary oractual).
7 Appeal ofthepresentation, either atthepoint ofpurchase or consumption.
8 Familiarity
9 Food/Product/Brand image
Source:Thompson andMcEwan (1985), inPredictive Modelling andEvaluation of Food
Acceptability. University of Reading. U.K.
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